DOT Risk Management & Safety Compliance
Reduce Fleet Cost, Liability, and Risk
Control and Visibility Over Your Entire
Fleet for an Improved Bottom Line

Your Single Source for Risk
Management, Safety, and Compliance

Keeping up with US Department
of Transportation (DOT) compliance
requirements can be a challenge
for even the most organized of fleet
managers. The vast assortment of
documents needed to manage driver
qualification, Hours of Service (HOS),
vehicle inspections, Compliance,
Safety, Accountability (CSA) records,
roadside and accident reports and
more, can lead to gaps in record
keeping and exposure to risk. The
cost of failing an audit is prohibitive;
however, it is minor compared to
the cost of accident litigation due to
non-compliant documentation. The
solution to proactively managing
this risk is to talk to us in advance. At
Fleetworthy Solutions, we give you
the power of intelligent compliance,
offering visibility and control over
your fleet to streamline processes,
reduce risk, and improve profitability.

Our intelligent compliance platform
and dedicated transportation
experts support your operations with
customized consulting, training, and
compliance services that keep your
business running strong and fully
within the law. Through our unique
compliance dashboard, you gain a
single version of truth, integrating
all your paperwork, systems,
and recordkeeping into a central
repository. This easy-to-use tool not
only maintains your historical data
for audit purposes, it also supports
your strategic business decisions
with forward-looking analysis. No
other compliance service offers
all of this in a single solution.

Run a Safer, Tighter Ship
There’s no reason to sweat the
possibility of a DOT audit due
to insufficient records or lack of
knowledge regarding requirements or
best practices. Fleetworthy Solutions
is your all-in-one resource, providing:
• Better fleet control through
dashboard reporting on compliance
and elevated risk issues.
• Objective, consistent, and uniform
management and monitoring
over all company locations to
encourage and report compliance.
• Cost-effective, technologybased services versus costly,
in-house, manual processes.
• Layered expertise to ensure
program continuity over
DOT risk management.
• A reliable source for local, state,
and federal DOT regulations.
• Flexible program design
from fully-managed services
to SaaS capabilities.
• FMCSA / DOT accident record
keeping online database.

“The visibility, expertise, and guidance we receive
from Fleetworthy Solutions is priceless. We have
visibility into our regulatory compliance like never
before, which helps us make the right decisions
and gives us confidence in our compliance.”
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DOT Risk Management Simpliﬁed

Reduce Cost • Reduce Risk • Streamline Processes

The cost in fines and downtime associated with DOT violations can be
avoided using a comprehensive, vigilant, and proactive approach to
DOT risk management. The problem is few fleets have the centralized
recordkeeping and dedicated compliance experts to maintain the
program at a reasonable cost, long term. With Fleetworthy Solutions
you gain the ability to streamline your risk management processes,
and also achieve the single source of truth you need to identify
trends and issues to better plan your operations moving forward.
Our Services Include:
• Driver Qualification File Management
• Hours of Service/Driver Log Compliance
• CSA Scorecard Management
• Vehicle Periodic Inspection Tracking
• Electronic or paper-based Driver Vehicle Inspection
Report (EVIR / DVIR) record management
• FMCSA / DOT Vehicle maintenance management
• Online driver training, testing and tracking
These bundled services allow you to pick and choose your level of support,
simply billed per driver, per month. All of your DOT-required records are
maintained in one place, with password protection to ensure security. And, if
an audit ever comes up, we are always available to represent you on request.

Lower Risk the Cost-Eﬀective Way
Keep your fleet free from the
uncertainties surrounding DOT
compliance and risk management,
as you also gain 360° visibility
into your operations for greater
business results. Let Fleetworthy
Solutions provide the end-toend, technology-driven services
you need to lower cost, reduce
liability, and minimize risk.
For a demonstration of our
technology or a detailed
assessment of how our DOT
Risk Management Services
can benefit you, talk to one
of our Account Executives.

Your Tailored Intelligent Compliance Solutions Deliver:

PERSONALIZED SERVICE

VISIBILITY AND CONTROL

REDUCED COSTS

Built around industry-leading,
technology-driven solutions.

Improved insight to quickly
see problems, identify trends
and reduce risk.

Comprehensive driver and
vehicle management services
that reduce cost and increase
compliance levels.

4600 American Pkwy, Suite 300
Madison, WI 53718
608.230.8200
info@ﬂeetworthy.com
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